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EXPERIENCE VIR 
Come see what unique experiences await you at VIRginia International Raceway! 

From Go-Karting, to shooting sports, to weddings, and even hands on training 
sessions, we have something for everyone to enjoy. 

Book your getaway in Southern Virginia at VIR today!

*Groups with less than 10 participants should call for custom pricing.

All activities are intended for adults over age 18.

For safety precautions please dress in closed-toe shoes, 
long pants, t-shirt, and have your hair pulled back.

NEED HELP PLANNING YOUR STAY OR EVENT AT VIR?

Contact our team!
groupsales@virnow.com
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Almost every professional driver today got their start in karting, where the dynamics of 
driving are amplified, more easily understood and often more readily practiced than in 

full-size cars. The VIR Kart Track is a state-of-the-art 5/8 mile, 24-foot-wide paved circuit. 
Our karts run ungoverned Honda GX 270cc motors capable of speeds in excess of 50 

mph, the fastest speeds you will find for go-karts. 

These are not your standard concession karts!
The VIR track is open from Noon to 8:00 p.m. Wednesdays through Sundays by appointment only.

Group Karting is offered at $1,000 per hour. 

2 Hours is recommended for groups with 30 or more participants.
Additional time can be added in 30 minute increments. 

A 2 hour minimum is required on Monday and Tuesday.

Contact our team!
groupsales@virnow.com

KARTING
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ATV 
180.00 PER PERSON PER HOUR

Roam the woods of VIR in our fleet of all terrain vehicles, Up hills, through water and
maneuvering to fit between trees. ATV is a perfect family day adventure. You are

welcome to ride along or drive out to our ever changing adventure.

OFF ROAD TRUCKS 
750.00 PER PERSON FULL DAY
450.00 PER PERSON HALF DAY

Experience the southern Virginia countryside with this off-road package, After a
Hood Brief style class, you will learn about 4x4 theories and recovery gear and also
traverse an obstacle course. Your day will wrap up with a cross country trail drive.

OUTDOOR EXPERIENCE
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MACHINE GUN EXPERIENCE
900.00 PER PERSON THREE HOURS

The VIR Machine Gun Experience is designed to familiarize participants with fully-automatic 
weapons. The range master will present each weapon system and give firing demonstration. The 

participant will fire each weapon system. 

Once the participant has completed firing each type of weapon, they will move to Machine Gun 
Fire and Maneuver event. The exercise consists of multiple lanes that participants walk through, 

with each lane having designated shoot and don’t shoot targets.

SKEET SHOOTING
170.00 PER PERSON

At VIR, we offer a skeet shooting experience like no other. Surrounded by rolling hills, you 
will feel like the great outdoors is your private playground. We offer 2 complete courses both 
approved by the National Skeet Shooting Association. We provide ammunition and shotguns,

or you can bring your own. Includes 25 skeet per round at 2 ranges.

PAINTBALL
(INDOOR OR OUTDOOR)

150.00 PER PERSON TWO HOURS

Capture the flag style or force on force action, our paintball experience is like no other. This 
activity can be conducted rain or shine, inside or outside. Please note we suggest you wear 

loose fitted clothing and comfortable shoes that you do not mind getting paint on.

SHOOTING
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LONG RANGE SHOOTING
780.00 PER PERSON WHOLE DAY

500.00 PER PERSON HALF DAY

During the first half of the course, you will learn the various factors that affect a bullet’s flight 
over long distances. Then you will learn how to account for these effects by adjusting your 
scope using free calculation programs available on your smartphone. Once you understand 

the factors and how to account for them, you will put it all to the test in a software simulation 
program. You will get your choice of four custom-built, high power .308 rifles (including one with 

a silencer) to blast away steel targets from 500 to 1000 yards. The Range master will provide 
one on one assistance, helping you to dial in on the target.

SHOOTING EXPERIENCE
GLOCK 19 PISTOL 170.00 PER PERSON ONE HOUR

M4 RIFLE 175.00 PER PERSON ONE HOUR
5 WEAPON CHALLENGE 430.00 PER PERSON TWO HOURS

FULL EXPERIENCE 780.00 PER PERSON THREE HOURS

The VIR Shooting Experience is designed to build individual confidence by introducing 
participants to semi-automatic tactical firearms. Each student will fire up to 200 rounds of 

ammunition and will learn techniques to hit steel targets safely. Extended time and courses can 
be arranged at an addition cost. Custom pricing available if participants bring their own gun.

ADD CAR EXPLOSION 1,800.00
1/2 PRICE BRING YOUR OWN CAR

SHOOTING
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PIT CREW CHALLENGE
145.00 PER PERSON TWO HOURS

Pit Crew Challenge is a time, skills and communication focused event. This exercise 
is your chance to experience a unique team building program, combining hands on 
experimental learning with interactive classroom sessions. Participants will learn 

delegation and execution of tasks, in a timed skills challenge, a simulated race car pit 
stop, using former NASCAR race cars*. 

The team must safely and quickly change two or four tires, while being timed and 
scored by an instructor.  As time permits, the teams may encounter simulated damage 
to the race car that they must repair or remove for the car to remain in competition and 

for the team to achieve its objective of winning the race. 

The objective is to place participants in a mildly stressed environment that forces the 
individual to perform their duties to the best of their ability, as quickly and precisely as 

possible, so that the team as a whole achieves the greatest outcome. 

*Race cars, instructor, pit stop equipment, hearing and eye protection are provided.

AUTOCROSS/BLACKHAWK DOWN
145.00 PER PERSON TWO HOURS

Autocross is a time and skills challenge where participants navigate a driving course laid 
out by cones (either on dirt or on the paved skid pad) with multiple skills tests/obstacles 

around the course, such as slaloms, stop boxes, narrow gates and tight turns.  Time 
penalties are applied to incorrect navigation of course and hitting cones. Black Hawk 

Down is derived from a military personnel and asset recovery mission during the Battle 
of Mogadishu, and depicted in the 2001 movie, “Black Hawk Down”. 

The exercise renders the driver “blind”; (by them wearing blacked-out goggles) and 
places the front seat passenger in charge of steering the vehicle while providing verbal 

instructions to the driver as to what amount of input to use and which pedal (gas or 
brake) in order to safely and accurately navigate around the same Autocross course. 
Participants will take turns driving and experience the thrill of working together to win 

this unforgettable event.

Training vehicles, instructors and cones are provided.

TEAM BUILDING 
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TACTICAL MOBILITY
660.00 PER PERSON HALF DAY

1,200.00 PER PERSON FULL DAY

This one-day driving package will take place in one of VIRginia International Raceways 
renowned courses. It includes cone drills, close proximity driving, door handle to door 

handle/bumper to bumper, a timed competition and more.
 

Instructors are present to ensure a fun and safe environment for all.

LAND NAVIGATION
660.00 PER PERSON FULL DAY

The purpose of this event is to push participants outside of their comfort zones, by placing 
those who are typically or organizationally in leadership positions, into subordinate roles, 

with the goal of establishing stronger teams and strengthening communication both up and 
down the leadership ladder.

Land Navigation starts with a fundamental overview course of instruction provided by 
highly experienced former US Military members. Participants will then depart from a 

set location and are required to locate a series of checkpoints along their route to their 
destination. Each team will have an instructor with them to ensure the safety of the team 
remains paramount. Along the way, simulated events may be encountered by the team, 

requiring them to designate new leadership personnel and overcome one or more of a host 
of potential challenges one could encounter on their routes. 

Instructors, course overview, and mapping are provided.

MEDICAL AND SITUATION AWARENESS
660.00 PER PERSON HALF DAY

1,100.00 PER PERSON FULL DAY

Press your mind to the limit with this heart rushing situational awareness course. Spend 
time in classroom discussing and preparing for some of life’s craziest moments. Instructors 

(with backgrounds in Navy Seals and Special Ops) then test your knowledge and 
communication skills with real life scenarios.

TEAM BUILDING 
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Guarantee must be made 10 days in advance. You may change the attendance by 10
percent and by +/- 30 minutes until 3 days prior to the event. The price of the event is

based on the guarantee or the greater number of guests in attendance. In the event the
actual number if guests in attendance exceeds the guarantee, VIR will do its best to make

accommodations for the additional guests.

SPECIAL EVENT SERVICES
Bartender - 1 attendant per 50 guests 25.00 PER HOUR

Specialty Chef Attendant - 25.00 PER HOUR
Resort Table Decorations CUSTOM PRICING

Security, required for groups of 150 or more 225.00 PER SHIFT
Parking Attendant 100.00 PER SHIFT
Set up/Breakdown 25.00 PER HOUR

Any additional changes required from original setup will be charged

AUDIO VISUAL
Portable Podium COMPLIMENTARY

Projection Screen & Setup with Projection Table 60.00
Projector with Screen 65.00 SMALL, 20.00 LARGE

Flip Charts and Markers 15.00
Television 65.00
PA System 65.00

IT Support 35.00 PER HOUR

Complimentary wireless internet access is available throughout VIR.

Additional Equipment and Audiovisual services are available charges will apply.

GUEST GUARANTEE 
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A 20% service charge and a 12.3% sales and meals tax will be applied to all event 
food and beverage charges and are not included in the listed price. Guarantee must 
be made 10 days in advance. You may change the attendance by 10 percent and by 

+/- 30 minutes until 3 days prior to the event. 

The price of the event is based on the guarantee or the greater number of guests 
in attendance. In the event the actual number if guests in attendance exceeds the 
guarantee, the Resort will do its best to make accommodations for the additional 

guests. Groups over 5 are subject to wristband entrance. It will be the host 
responsibility to distribute bands to guests. Any extra attendees will be permitted 

with host approval and total number of attendants will be adjusted.

All food and beverage charges are subject to a 20% service charge
and a 12.3% state sales tax.

NEED HELP PLANNING YOUR STAY OR EVENT AT VIR?

Contact our team!
groupsales@virnow.com

IMPORTANT INFORMATION


